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Introduction:
Studying the effects of language contact is integral to 
understanding the variety of ways languages interact and 
change each other. Furthermore, as the world is losing its 
languages, our understanding of the interactions between 
them becomes increasingly important. These dynamics of 
change and shift are especially salient for endangered 
languages in order to better understand the linguistic 
pressures that majority languages may be placing on them. 

Background:

The Kolyma Yukaghir Language Situation:

Part of the small Yukaghir language family, Kolyma Yukaghir 
is a minority language from the eastern region of Siberia. It 
has been proposed to be greatly influenced by Russian due 
to the high level of linguistic contact. For example, the 
modal predicate nado, meaning ‘must’ from Russian, has 
been adopted. According to Maslova, the integration of 
nado is a sign of Yukaghir, a historically synthetic language, 
shifting to use more analytic grammatical patterns. 

Hypothetical/fictional external situation

Comparison between “nado” and ell’e:
Epistemic Necessity

Conclusion:
In terms of future research, contact linguistics is a prime field for
further investigation into the rules and restrictions for expressing 
different modalities and semantics at large. Figuring out why only 
the Deontic modality adopted a different structure quite widely, 
while Epistemic resisted a deviation from its original synthetic 
structure can possibly tell us more about the structural 
requirements of each modality and what makes them possible. 
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Russian “nado”

Situation-external Deontic Necessity

Speaker internal Deontic Necessity 

Epistemic necessity

“Nado” in KY:
Situation external Deontic Necessity

Speaker internal Deontic Necessity
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